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A COPYCAT OF THE MOST FAMOUS MURDER IN HISTORY...A serial murderer nicknamed the

Blood Dahlia has been terrorizing the quiet suburbs of Pennsylvania. Brutally mutilating his victims

in the fashion of the most famous murder in Hollywood, the killer leaves no trace behind. The FBI's

elite Behavioral Science Unit, the section responsible for the study and investigation of serial

murder, has little evidence to go on. Believing the killer to be beyond their reach, the agents in the

BSU decide they must simply wait for the killer to make a mistakeâ€¦ until they meet Sarah King.

Sarah, a mysterious outcast of the Pennsylvania Amish community, claims she has a unique ability:

she can speak to the dead. And the victims of the Blood Dahlia are calling out to her. When the FBI

enlists her help, special agent Giovanni Adami is skeptical of her abilities, but begins falling for the

young woman. His feelings for her are clouded with his distrust of psychic phenomena, but as the

Blood Dahlia grows in his barbarism, he knows the FBI has little choice but to explore every avenue

available. Whether or not Sarah can speak with the dead ultimately doesn't concern Giovanni. He is

interested in results, and when Sarah begins providing some, he must question everything he

knows about the world and his place in it. She is either the cleverest fraud he has ever met, or a true

psychic with an unexplainable gift. But when the Blood Dahlia takes an interest in Sarah personally,

it will take every ounce of strength she has to survive. And as she prepares for him to come for her,

she realizes that not everyone is what they seemâ€¦
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Going back in time to copy The Black Dahlia murder was a brilliant idea, and Methos puts the past

to good use through his psychic Hermione, Sarah King.It's a fast-growing book with believable

characters, well-plotted, and well-written. A nd here is one more author who does not rely on

spell-check as a proofreader, so he's won my heart.

Since I like psychological thrillers and shows like SVU and Criminal Minds, this was a great serial

killer book.....and very disturbing.....the use of a psychic was a nice touch.....I'm half and half about

people having that gift, but I do think there are some people who do have that gift...nice use of it in

this story.....the ending ....another hard book to read......to think of what this monster does to those

women.....glad he was caught....good reading....I enjoyed it but it was also disturbing

I could not put this book down ,took my kindle fire to over drive trying to gat to the next step in this

great story. Love the way the black dahlia was incorporated in the story made it seem so real. The

action is on going and all I know is I hope Sarah joins the FBI and is in many more book is . Loved

every minute and was tired when WE solved the crime .

Enjoyable read.I found this crime thriller a good free read and was surprised how quickly I managed

to finish it, usually an indication of how much I am interested in it.The story starts of with a

mysterious little girl who seems to be able to communicate with the dead and this quickly moves into

the present where she is a grown woman struggling with her strange ability/curse.The story revolves

around a serial killer and her part in tracking him and the gruesome trail he leaves.The pace was

quick so you don't get a chance for boredom and the action changed tack a number of times to

prevent it from being too predictable all in all I found it a really enjoyable read and will look for this

author again.Watch out if you don't like them a bit gruesome though as the details of the murders

were pretty horrific but not overly graphic so a good balance enough details to let your imagination

fill in the rest, or not, whichever you prefer.Good FBI/serial killer story with a twist.

I am an avid reader of horror, blood and gore thrillers and this one was great! I couldn't stop reading



it until I was done. You are grabbed right from the start and need to find out what comes next which

is what every author should strive for. I am looking forward to reading more books by this author and

hope they are as entertaining.

I haven't read a murder or detective story in a while so I thought I'd give it a try. Wow. This was like

a train rushing down a mountainside on sleet covered tracks. What a ride. Some paranormal ability

helped our heroine help the FBI solve the crime. Some twitchings of romance, some murder and a

little gore--but not too much. I could not put this book down. Stayed up until 3am reading it and took

off early today to finish it. Very enjoyable. Don't miss out on this one.

Good plot that avoids the cliches of the genre. Believable characters, nice plot twists. I'm going to

look for more by this author-_can't believe I got this for free! Thanks, Victor, and good luck with your

career.

Whether or not this is your type of reading genre; this murder thriller will grab you from the very first

through last page. Exciting read & look forward to more by this author.
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